INSTALLATION NOTES
1. Before opening cartons please carefully check the marks on the package, ensure to use the product of the spedflcatlon and color code
.Please check the quality of the product and immediately contact local distributors or our company if there is any objection or enquiry to the
quality.
2. Make a trial pavement before mass pavement, use up one color and size before using the other. Divide various tiles by color and size, and
mark on the bottoms of the tiles, if there are patterns of directional designs on the tiles, please follow the ways shown in the guide signs to
get an optimurn deooration.
3. Put the(Glazed tiles)into the water to make 100%dip in 2hours.and it out unless the tiles is no bubble. Lay the tiles in dry place and move
the water.

Negro

4. Clean the place and spray some water for easier operation: to mix the cement (≤325#) and sand at the rate of 1:2(the cement plaster
should not be over 200# otherwise, high grade of cement plaster will result in the defective decorating affection, even quality accidents),
to smooth the cement plaster with a 1 meter long rule and then put the there as yard stick, Finally, Spray again with the cement powder to
improve the stickness.
5. 2-5mm of mortar- slitch is needed to avoid the separating of tiks for the expansion coefficient of the tiles and lining cement is different (but
2mm is better for the general ettect) .3mm of mortar-slitch is contirmed needed between floor and wall. The cement which more than 325#is
not suggested, in case of the glazed surtace crack, please use the cement which is improved by scoria, pozzolana, coal powder.
6. Pavement should be done after the consolidation of based layer. Which operating, put the tile slightly and make it parallel to the space, to
let the pores out, knock the tiles with the handle of the hammer, to soak the bottom of the tiles entirely with the cement plaster to avoid the
hpllows, and knock the surface of the tiles again until it is in the flat situation, mearrwhile test them with a horizetal ruler to ensure ahorizontal
surface.
7. About 1 hour after pacement (up to the weather and setting of cement) .Wipe the cement on the surface of tiles with spongy .it will be
difficult to clean if the dirk keeps on the surface of the tiles too long.
8. Knock the surface of tiles with a wooden hammer after 12 hours to confirm if there is hollows exit.if a sound is heard while knocking. it
means that the hollow exists and a repavement is needed, it should not be stepped within 24 hours.
9. Avolding the scratch of hard materials in the operation so as to keep the luster of the tiles. Keep the surface clean and resist of the colored
liquid, if the surface is polluted by colored liquid, clean the tile at once.

PACKING AND WEIGTH
Size (mm)

Pcs/Box

Kgs/Box

M2/Box

Boxes/Pallet

M2/Pallet

Boxes/20'Fcl

Kgs/20'Fcl

M2/20'Fcl

600X600

4

31.5

1.44

36

51.84
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26775

1224

450X900

4

45

1.62

40

64.8
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27000

1324.8
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Asin printing. The colors products may differ slightly with the real ones. So the ture procuct colos shall be followed in application.

TIANYICHENG DESIGN

Add : Chongnan Industrial park, xiqiao, Nanhai District, foshan
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